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Tinkercad Tutorial Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCaenAGeK_Q
What is Tinkercad: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrU2zm_g7lE
Tinkercad Intro:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZhwtETwQzs&list=PLV6cmKvnKRs5X
US78qCo4u7qanDlmedMS&index=5&t=0s
Tinkercad YouTube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTXWXbEfezxpOQpDr3Bh7Xw
Make a Boat Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ws4m6hZyraY
Make a Wrench Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60xfIu-lqAs
Website of Full Video Tutorials: https://promoambitions.com/tinkercad/

Drag the dots with “shift” pressed down to change the size of all directions
at the same time.
Hold the right button on your mouse to change the view.
Relocate the workplane: hold key “W” and mouse click any surface of the
model to set that surface as the new workplane
Set the workplane back to its original position: hold key “W” again and click
on the empty space to set the workplane back to the original.
Copy and paste: select the object you want to copy, press “control+C” and
then “Control +V” to copy and paste models and shapes.
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Tinkercad Keyboard Shortcuts

Printable PDF Version of this shortcut reference:
https://blogdottinkercaddotcom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/tinkercadkeyboard-shortcuts_revised-8-31-182.pdf
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Before you begin: Design tips
● Familiarize yourself with the shapes that are available on Tinkercad
before planning your boat design.
● Sketch your three-dimensional boat on a paper before starting with
Tinkercad.
● When you design your boat in Tinkercad, write down the dimensions of
the shapes/objects you are using once you finish working on them.
● Always check out your design in a 3D view to make sure you have done
what you want to.
● Don’t forget to group two items if you want them to be combined so
that you will not accidentally mess up your work.
Boat Design Resources:
● Boat Hull Design Types
● Boat Hull Design
● Boat Terminology
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1. Create a new Tinkercad project
Create your account and sign in at https://www.tinkercad.com/.
Click on “Create new design” to start a new project.

Here is the designing interface. The blue sheet is your workplane, on which, items will
be laid.
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2. Name your project
When you hover over the pre-created name at the top, the words “Change name”
will appear. Click on this pre-created name (pictured here: Magnificent Crift-Maimu)
and then enter your desired project name.

Enter your project name
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3. Create the body of your boat
Boats come in different shapes. You are encouraged to develop your own unique
model of a boat that can hold the most pennies. The major step is to decide how
your boat is going to look. You can connect different shapes together, e. g., boxes,
cylinders, roofs, pyramids, etc., in order to create your own unique boat. As an
example, this manual shows how to create only one specific model of a boat.
Now let’s start! Click the red box in the shape collection at the right side and then
move your mouse onto the workplane to where you want the red box to be located.
Click to place the red box on the workplane. It will be the main body of your boat.

Adjust the size
Drag the white dots around the red box on the workplane to adjust the size.
(recommended: 50*70). Please note that 94*94*94 is the maximum printable size in
the Kent State Student Multimedia Studio 3D printing center.
●
●

Tip: Drag the dots with “shift” pressed down to change the size of all directions at the
same time.
Tip: Hold the right button on your mouse to change the view.
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Drag the top white square (pictured as a red square because it is selected) to adjust
the height. (50*70*20)

Combine several shapes to create a boat body
Now we want to add a triangle boat head to the boat body. Press key “W” and mouse
click the surface of one end of the red box to set that surface as the new workplace,
so that we can make sure the newly added shapes and items will be located on that
surface.
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Drag the green roof from the shape collection to the new workplane. This is just
an example. You can combine different shapes to make your own unique boat.

Hold the mouse right button to have a better view of the two items. Then adjust the
size of the green roof by dragging the white dots around it to make the roof bottom
fit exactly the red box (size 20*50).
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Now watch the magic! Hold key “W” again and click on the empty space to set the
workplane back to the original view.

Group multiple shapes
Select the red and green shapes (by holding “shift”) and click “Group” on the top tool
bar. These two separate shapes will be combined into one piece.
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You will be able to confirm the combination through the color change.
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4. Make an indentation in the boat body
In order to make an indentation, you need to create a smaller identical model of
your boat body. Good news: You don’t need to create another boat body from the
beginning. You can copy and paste.
Click on your boat body and press “Control+C” and then “Control +V” to copy and
paste it.

Hold “shift” and adjust the size of the copied boat body to make it smaller.
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Change the height of the smaller body to 16mm by dragging the white square on
top of the shape (you can also try another height)

Drag the black triangle on top of the smaller body to lift it up until its top surface
reaches the same level as the top surface of the bigger body.

Turn the smaller shape into a hole
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Select the smaller boat body and click the “Hole” tool on the top right corner of
the workplane. Now the smaller body becomes a hole that can be used to make
an indentation in the larger boat body.

Place the hole into the right place
Move the hole into the middle of the big body. You might want to adjust your
workplane view to set the hole in the right place (see below).
Note: The height difference between the larger boat body and the hole is the
thickness of your boat bottom.
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Select both shapes and click “Group”. You have made an indentation! Your boat
will be able to hold stuff!

Adjust the workplane view
Hold the mouse right button to have a 3D view of your boat and make sure
everything looks good.
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5. Decorate your boat (Optional)
Want some decoration?
Hold “W” again and click on the surface of the boat that you want to add
decoration on. A new workplane will be set on that surface. Drag a shape you like,
for example a star to that surface. Adjust the size to better match the boat. Don’t
forget to group the two parts before saving or downloading for printing. It will help
to make sure you print a whole piece instead of multiple pieces.
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6. Save your project
As long as you are connected to internet, all changes will be automatically saved
as you create in Tinkercad.

7. Download the printable file
Click “Export” in the top right corner.
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Then, on the next menu, make sure “Everything in the design” is selected. Below
that, select either “.stl” or “.obj” formats, which are the acceptable formats in the
Kent State Student Multimedia Studio 3D printing center and download your
design.

8. Send your boat for print
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